
Reaching Out 

Transitions to Work is excited to share two projects aimed at inclusion and creating engagement 

of and by individuals of all abilities and their families. These initiatives go hand in hand with 

Transitions to Work’s efforts to educate and create culture change around inclusion. It is 

important for inclusion to be represented in all aspects of society.  

Able Road 

AbleRoad™ connects people with accessible businesses. Similar to the Yelp and Trip Advisor 

concepts, AbleRoad gives people with disabilities, families, friends, caregivers and business 

owners an online destination to rate and review community access. Categories to review include 

restaurants, hotels, arts & entertainment venues, stores, religious, health & medical services, and 

many others. Access AbleRoad™ on line at www.ableroad.com. AbleRoad™ was founded by 

Kevin G. McGuire, a renowned leader in disability policy, advocacy, and training, and Bret 

Siarkowski, a seasoned entrepreneur with experience initiating and leading technology 

companies in the design and application of innovative market-demanded solutions. Kevin’s own 

spinal cord injury has afforded him a personal appreciation and deep insight into issues 

surrounding persons with disabilities. Please add your thoughts and reviews to AbleRoad™ to 

help grow what will become a powerful resource for individuals of all abilities and their families.  

Ruderman Synagogue Inclusion Project 

The Ruderman Family Foundation and Combined Jewish Philanthropies are thrilled to announce 

the launch of a new effort to include people of all abilities in Jewish congregational life. The 

Ruderman Family Foundation and CJP envision a Jewish community in which people of all 

abilities are valued equally and participate fully.  The Ruderman Synagogue Inclusion Project 

will assist faith communities in expanding their inclusion efforts through: 

 Facilitation of peer-led and on-line learning communities on the subject of synagogue 

inclusion 

 Provision of access to experts in the field of inclusion through educational events  

 Ongoing opportunities for networking and sharing best practices across a wide section of 

Boston congregational communities. 

 

www.ableroad.com%20


Participation by Transitions students, graduates and their families is welcomed. Please be in 

touch with Yavilah McCoy, CJP’s Congregational Inclusion Liaison yavilahm@cjp.org  if you 

would like more information. 

 

To learn more about Transitions to Work, please visit: http://www.cjp.org/transitions-to-

work.aspx 
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